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My company received the attached letter from my GP as an answer to their request for a
fitness to work assessment.

They have decided that it's contents indicate that I am unfit for work and that they will use
this letter to terminate my contract with them. I know from conversations with my doctor
before the letter was written what his intentions were however could I please ask you for
your unbiased opinion about what you perceive from this letter.

 Hopefully I would like you, in your opinion, to comment on what you believe is
communicated and if it was meant to be interpreted as fit or unfit for work.

Kindest regards

Stuart Dryden. 
 
Optional Information: 
Person's Gender: Male
Person's Age: 38
Please list symptoms here: Apparent regression of amnesia surrounding previous childhood
trauma.

   

   

   
   

Your Expert needs more information
From Dr. D. Love

17 November 2013
04:40 EST

Is this request for fitness for work intended for the present time or for the long-
term?
Are you currently working in a limited capacity?
Was there a prior letter that addressed a limited capacity?

   

   

You replied 17 November 2013
05:16 EST

The company to go home at my request due to feeling detached after a powerful
dream, they then insisted by email, that afternoon which was during the period of
self certification that i should not return without a fitness to work assessment. I was
not suspended with pay just told that I would get SSP from any sick note.

 

My psychotherapist has since commented that she believed i was never unfit for
work in the first place and communicated this to my doctor. I have since been trying
to return to work for now almost 6 months.

   

Dr. D. Love
Doctor
Satisfied Customers: 9505

Family Physician for 10 years; Hospital Medical
Director for 10 years.
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I appreciate I am being shielded from an immediate "full return" to work however I
would like to return in the 'current' context ( from now up until the 3 months) and
then continue full time.

 

I am not currently working even within a limited capacity - i have been fully signed
off by the doctor which was encouraged by the company for the interim before
receiving a fitness to work assessment.

 

There was a previous letter in which my company raised their concerns to the GP
and asked the question "am i fit to carry out my role".

 

I do not have this letter as it was lost within the system at the GP surgery however i
do have my official job description available. I am a senior technical support
engineer having to diagnose and fix problems on corporate database type
applications. This often involves going on site and interacting with clients, training
them, upgrading systems, giving advice and consultancy. There have been
absolutely no transgressions identified in my history of dealing with clients.

 

Stuart.

 

 

 

   

You have received an Answer!
From Dr. D. Love

17 November 2013
05:20 EST
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Thank you for the additional information.

This letter, by itself, says that you are currently unable to work full time, but there
is optimism that you may be able to return to full work in 3 months.

However, this letter does not say whether you can currently work in a limited
capacity, which is why I asked about whether there was a prior letter.

In the absence of a prior letter from your physician to the company, this letter
would usually be interpreted that you are currently unable to work.

YOUR RATING IS REQUIRED to determine your Expert's credit for this
answer. 
Unless you rate "OK service" or higher, your Expert will not receive credit.

   

   

You replied 17 November 2013
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05:28 EST

Could I please further ask if you think this letter is able to be interpreted in a
qualified way by company management without the involvement of an occupational
therapist?

 

From my understanding they are using this letter as a as a final occupational
decision that i am unable to work and that i never be able to continue with my
current responsibilities.

 

They obviously want me to leave however should this decision be made by them or
an occupational therapist?

 

Stuart.

   

You have rated an Answer!
From Dr. D. Love

17 November 2013
05:32 EST

You Rated:

Excellent
service

 

Not satisfied with your Expert?

Reply to Expert

This letter does not require the interpretation or involvement of an Occupational
Therapist. A physician could request the opinion of an Occupational Therapist before
writing such a letter or could defer to an Occupational Therapist assessment, but
neither situation is referenced in the letter.

Need more information? Reply to your Expert
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